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Polar vs nematic unjamming
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Though jamming transitions are long studied in condensed matter physics and granular systems, much less is known

about active jamming (or unjamming), which commonly takes place in living materials. In this paper, we explore, by

molecular dynamic simulations, the jamming-unjamming transition in a dense system of active semi-flexible filaments.

In particular we characterise the distinct impact of polar versus nematic driving for different filament rigidity and at

varying density. Our results show that high densities of dynamic active filaments can be achieved by only changing

the nature of the active force, nematic or polar. Interestingly, while polar driving is more effective at unjamming the

system at high densities below confluency, we find that at even higher densities nematic driving enhances unjamming

compared to its polar counterpart. The effect of varying the rigidity of filaments is also significantly different in the

two cases: while for nematic driving lowering bending rigidity unjams the system, we find an intriguing re-entrant

jamming-unjamming-jamming transition for polar driving as the filament rigidity is lowered. While the first transition

(unjamming) is driven by softening due to reduced rigidity, the second transition (jamming) is a cooperative effect

of ordering and coincides with the emergence of nematic order in the system. Together, through a generic model of

self-propelled flexible filaments, our results demonstrate how tuning the nature of self-propulsion and flexibility can be

employed by active materials to achieve high densities without getting jammed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous collective motion and self-organisation of liv-

ing materials play a crucial role in diverse biological phe-

nomena from embryo-genesis 1–3, tissue repair 4,5, to bac-

terial invasion and biofilm formation6,7, subcellular organi-

zation of actin and microtubule filaments8,9, and in collec-

tive sperm motility in reproductive tracts10. At high densi-

ties of living materials these collective motions often lead to

jamming and unjamming of the system, where the material

transitions between a solid-like jammed state to a fluid-like

moving state. Notable biological examples include the exten-

sively studied epithelial cells 11–15, fibroblast cells16, bacterial

biofilm formation 17,18, and sperm cells19. While some bio-

logical processes, e.g. embryogenesis 20, and wound healing
21 are driven by solidification of the living matter, which can

be linked to a jamming transition, some other, such as can-

cer progression occur due to fluidization (unjamming) of the

matter22,23. A rigorously developed framework is therefore

needed to establish a unifying understanding of the physics

of jamming-unjamming transition in active matter and the

generic features that control it.

Jamming and unjamming has been studied in great detail

in granular systems for both passive2425 and active particles,

where jamming is seen to occur at high packing fractions26

and low self-propulsion27. While features such as density

and particle aspect ratio impact both passive28,29 and active

jamming30, it is important to understand that the jamming pic-

ture is much simpler in case of passive systems. The main

parameter controlling passive jamming is the number density

or the packing fraction. As the density increases, the parti-

a)Both authors contributed equally to this manuscript

cles get more and more constrained by their neighbours. The

higher the density, the larger the energy barrier associated with

structural rearrangements of the particles. Above the critical

density, ρC, a geometrical transition, called the jamming tran-

sition, occurs as the particle motion becomes caged and the

system shows solid-like behaviour. In active matter, the jam-

ming phase diagram is more complex due to the presence of

additional controlling factors. Like inert systems, density can

also lead to jamming transitions in active systems. However,

other factors such as self-propulsion, active interaction be-

tween particles31 and active cell shape changes11 can some-

times impact the jamming transition more than density. In

this vein, we note that technically, jamming is a geometric

transition and occurs in the absence of dynamics, while ac-

tive or thermal driving result in glassy dynamics. However,

jamming-unjamming has been used to refer to the transition

from a solid-like to fluid-like state even in the presence of ac-

tivity11. A striking feature of active systems is their ability

to continuously produce work, through their activity, which

helps them maintain their flow even at very high packing frac-

tions. However, it is not clear how different forms of activity

impact jamming-unjamming transitions in dense systems and

whether switching between different activity modes can affect

the jamming density in active materials.

Common to many active systems is the ability of their self-

propelled constituents to frequently change their direction of

motion. A well-known example of this is the run-and-tumble

motion32,33. This active directional change of motion is an in-

tegral part of active particle motion driven by external stimuli

such as food, chemical, or optical stimuli. While some bac-

tria, like swimming Escherichia coli, randomly change their

direction of motion by some finite angle, other systems show a

complete 180o change in direction. This is ubiquitously seen

in various bacterial swarms including in the gliding motility

of M. xanthus34, in gliding filamentous Cyanobacteria 35, in-

http://arxiv.org/abs/2206.08692v3
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vasive colonies of Pseudomonas ariginosa36, swimming soil

bacteria Pseudomonas putida37, as well as in turbulent swarm-

ing of sperm cells38, and elongated neural progenitor stem

cells39. The reversal time is of biological relevance, for ex-

ample in M. xanthus, where the most efficient spread of extra-

cellular protein is observed for bacteria that reverse directions

neither too fast nor too slow40.

Importantly, these directional changes can affect the type

of forces that active agents exert on their surrounding. Pre-

vious studies have considered collective patterns of motion

in the two limits of extremely slow or extremely fast rever-

sals, where the self-propulsion forces correspond to polar41

and nematic (apolar)42 driving, respectively. The former cor-

responds to persistent directional self-propulsion, while the

latter is the result of fast and highly frequent motion rever-

sals. In dilute systems, polar filaments exhibit spiralling and

clustering that is activity and flexibility dependent41, while

nematic filaments display a reduction in clustering and spiral

formation as shown by a recent study comparing polar and ne-

matic filaments at low density43. Polar filaments, at high den-

sities, show a jamming transition that is activity dependent,

while for densely packed nematic filaments41, the flexibility

itself has been shown to be dependent on the activity, both

in simulation42 and experiments44. Nevertheless, the distinct

impacts of polar and nematic driving on jamming-unjamming

transition of active flexible filaments at high densities is yet to

be explored.

Here, we characterise the impact of active and passive

micro-structural features on the unjamming of dense active

filaments using a semi-flexible self-propelled worm-like chain

model. Through out the study, we contrast the transition for

polar filament with that of nematic filaments for different fil-

ament flexibility and variable packing fraction, consistently

showing that the jamming- unjamming transition is markedly

different in the two cases. We are able to tune the polarity of

the filaments by controlling reversal time for the active driving

force. We find a remarkable difference between polar and ne-

matic filaments when we study the jamming/unjamming tran-

sition in the rigidity-activity plane. While for nematic fila-

ments the activity required for unjamming monotonically de-

crease with decreasing rigidity, we find a re-entrant jamming

transition at lower rigidity for polar filaments. Interestingly,

we show that the efficacy of polar or nematic driving in unjam-

ming an active jammed system is density-dependent: at den-

sities close to typical packing fractions for passive systems,

nematic filaments require more activity to unjam compared to

polar filaments; however, this trend changes significantly in

the very high density regime where we find that the activity

required for unjamming in polar filaments is far greater than

that for nematic filaments.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2

we introduce the model describing different filament attributes

which set the parameter space for our study and give details

of the molecular dynamic simulations. We present our main

findings from our simulations, where we characterise the ef-

fect of different filament attributes to the jamming/unjamming

transition of the system in section 3. Finally, we briefly dis-

cuss some of the biological implications of our findings.

II. NUMERICAL MODEL AND METHODS

A. Model

We study a system consisting of self-propelled worm-like

semi-flexible filaments in 2-dimensions. Each filament is

modelled as bead-spring polymer consisting of N + 1 beads

of diameter σ , held together by N stiff harmonic bonds and

bending potentials. Fig. 1 shows a single filament consisting

of 35 beads. Activity is implemented as a force of magni-

tude f a acting on each filament bead along the local tangent

as indicated by the red arrows in the figure. L is the length of

the filament. The Langevin equations governing the system

dynamics were integrated using LAMMPS46 with in-house

modifications. The model combines features of self-propelled

worm-like chain model developed recently47 and the reversing

rods approach to rigid active nematic rods42. The equation of

motion for bead i is given by the Langevin equation

mr̈i =−γ ṙi −∇iU + f
kBT
i + f

a
i (1)

where m is the mass of each bead, ri is the position, γ denotes

the friction coefficient, "dots" denote derivatives with respect

to time. f
kBT
i denotes the delta-correlated thermal noise force

acting on particle i with zero mean and variance 2kBTγ/∆t,

to fulfil the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. T is the temper-

ature. f
a
i is the active force on bead i which is a propulsive

force on every bead directed along the local tangent. To ren-

der the activity nematic, the head and tail of each filament

are switched at stochastic, Poisson distributed intervals with

mean τn so that the force direction on each bead rotates by π .

In particular, the active force has the form,

f
a
i = η(t) f a ri,i+1

|ri,i+1|
(2)

where f a parameterizes the activity and the bond vector be-

tween bead i and i+1 is defined as ri,i+1 = ri+1 −ri. η(t) is a

stochastic variable associated with each filament (same for all

beads in a filament) that changes its values between 1 and -1

on Poisson distributed intervals with mean τn, so that τn con-

trols the reversal frequency. γ ṙi is the viscous drag force. U is

the interaction potential given by,

U =Ubond +Ubend +UEV (3)

f
a

f
a

f
a

FIG. 1. Filament model: beads are connected via stiff springs. The

active force acts tangentially along all bonds as shown by the red

arrows. To continuously crossover from polar to nematic driving,

the head and tail of each filament are switched at stochastic, Poisson

distribution intervals with mean τn so that the motion reversal occurs

at the specified time scale τn.
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of nematic (a-d) and polar (e-h) filaments showing the jammed and unjammed state at four times: t = 173.0τ (a, e),

t = 207.6τ (b, f), t = 242.2τ (c, g), and t = 276.8τ (d, h). The activity is set as Pe = 1.7 (see also Supplementary Movies45).

It consists of bond, bending and excluded-volume contribu-

tions. The harmonic bond potential,

Ubond =
kH

2
∑

j

N

∑
i=1

[

|r j
i,i+1|− b

]2

(4)

acts on the neighboring beads of each filament separately with

j and i denoting the filament index and the bead index of a fil-

ament, respectively. kH is the harmonic spring constant for the

bond potential and b is the equilibrium bond length, which is

the same for all the bonds. We take kH to be sufficiently large

to keep the bond-lengths essentially fixed at b and choose

b = σ/2 to make the filaments smooth. Semi-flexibility is

introduced via the bending potential,

Ubend =
kA

4b2 ∑
j

N−1

∑
i=1

[

r
j
i,i+1 − r

j
i+1,i+2

]2

(5)

where kA is the bending rigidity. The excluded-volume inter-

action acts between the beads of a single filament and between

the beads of different filaments alike to render the filaments

impenetrable. It is modelled by the Lenard-Jones (LJ) poten-

tial,

UEV = ∑
i

∑
j>i

uEV (ri, j) (6)

where,

uEV (r) =

{

4ε
[

(

σ
r

)12
−
(

σ
r

)6
]

+ ε, r < rc

0, r ≥ rc

(7)

where, ri, j = ri − r j is the vector connecting the positions of

the beads i and j (which may belong to the same or differ-

ent filaments). ε is the characteristic volume-exclusion energy

and rc is the cutoff. The potential is truncated and shifted to

zero at rc. Unless otherwise stated rc = 21/6σ for our simula-

tions which makes the interaction potential completely repul-

sive.

B. Parameters

In our simulations the dynamics of a single filament is

mainly controlled by a dimensionless number, the Péclet num-

ber Pe= f aL
kBT

, defined as the ratio between advective and diffu-

sive transport, thereby providing a measure for the strength of

self-propulsion. Here L = Nb, the length of a single filament

which is shown in Fig. 1. Another important parameter in our

model is the bending rigidity kA. Accordingly, one can define

another dimensionless number ξP/L = kA
kBT

, where ξP is the

thermal persistence length. A higher value of ξP/L means a

stiffer filament.

The results are presented in dimensionless units, with

length measured in units of L, energies in units of the ther-

mal energy kBT , and time in units of τ = γL2/kBT . Equa-

tions of motion are integrated with the Verlet algorithm using

LAMMPS. We used mass m = 1 for all beads. Friction co-

efficient γ is chosen such that the dynamics is close to over-

damped dynamics.

Unless otherwise stated, we use kH = 5000kBT/σ2, and

ε = kBT . We consider a square box of lengths Lx = Ly =
211.25σ with periodic boundaries along both x and y direc-
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FIG. 3. Overlap function Q as a function of time t/τ for four different

nematic activities, showing active unjamming as the Péclet number

Pe increases. Rigidity is fixed at k = 48. The horizontal dashed line

shows the cutoff value Q = 1/e.

tions. We generate the initial configuration by first placing

the filaments in completely extended configurations (all bonds

parallel and all bond lengths set to b) at the desired packing

fraction which is defined as φ = NbN f σb/LxLy, N f = 2100

being the number of filaments and Nb = 34 being the number

of bonds. The aspect ratio a = L/σ is fixed at a = 17 in our

simulations. The parameter space is explored via changing

f a to vary the Péclet number Pe and kA to vary rigidity, the

reversal frequency τn, and packing fraction φ .

III. RESULTS

In this section we first discuss the impact of continuous

change in the polar versus nematic driving on the unjamming

of dense filaments (φ=0.8). Next we study the impact of vary-

ing rigidity of the active elements on the unjamming process

for both, polar and nematic driving. Finally, we show how

different forms of activity allow the systems to achieve larger

densities without getting jammed.

To quantitatively differentiate a jammed state from an un-

jammed state we employ the overlap function, Q(t). If the

system is in a jammed state, the displacements attained by in-

dividual filaments is very small. When the system undergoes

unjamming transition filaments overcome the energy barri-

ers and rearrange attaining larger displacements. The overlap

function is given by:

Q(t) =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

w(|ri(t)− ri(0)|), (8)

where,

w(r) =

{

1, r ≤ d

0, r > d
(9)

This function measures the fraction of filaments that have

moved by more than a characteristic length d, which we

��/�

�� 

FIG. 4. The phase diagram characterising the transition from the

jammed to the unjammed state in the reversal time-activity, τn/τ −
Pe, plane for the packing fraction φ = 0.8. At a fixed activity Pe

longer persistent time enhances the unjamming.

choose to be half the length of a filament. A system is con-

sidered to be in the the jammed state if Q(t) has not decayed

below 1
e
≈ 0.37 at the end of the calculation period, where

e is the Euler’s number. We have checked that the choice of

this cutoff does not alter the results qualitatively. The overlap

function is calculated for a period of approximately 35τ . The

system is given time to reach a steady state before the over-

lap function is calculated, ensuring the initial conditions do

not have a large impact on the outcome. Examples of over-

lap function variation with time are demonstrated in Fig. 3 for

four different nematic activities, showing active unjamming as

the Péclet number Pe increases. For Pe= 0.34 (green open cir-

cles), and 5.1 (red filled triangles) the system is in the jammed

state, while for Pe= 11.9 (violet filled circles), and 17 (orange

pluses) the system is unjammed as Q decays below the cutoff

value within the simulated time.

A. The impact of the reversal time: polar and nematic
drivings

We begin by exploring the impact of varying the parame-

ter τn, the reversal time period of active forces, on the tran-

sition from jammed to unjammed state. The two extremes

of this parameter correspond to filaments that are either po-

lar41 (τn > τtot) or nematic42 (τn = 1), where τtot is the total

simulation time. In this section, we keep the other parame-

ters constant; the rigidity is fixed at ξp/L = 48 and the pack-

ing fraction at φ = 0.8. Starting from nematic filaments, we

incrementally increase the reversal time, until τn > τtot that

corresponds to the fully polar driving. As the reversal time in-

creases, the system undergoes transition from a jammed to a

unjammed states when all other parameters are fixed (Fig. 2).

This is evident from the characterisation of jammed and un-

jammed state using overlap function Q and measurements of

mean square displacements (MSD) of the filaments (Fig. 5).

Figure 4 presents a phase diagram of the transition activ-
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FIG. 5. (a) Mean square displacement of a filament as a function of

lag time for different reversal times and Pe = 0.85,ξp/L = 48,φ =
0.8. The grey-dashed line indicates slope of 1. The vertical lines

denote the range considered in finding the slope of MSD for the cal-

culation of diffusion constant D, which is plotted as a function of the

reversal time τn in (b).

ity for all the simulated reversal times, in the τn/τ-Pe plane

(Fig. 4), demonstrating how the boundary between jammed-

unjammed states is shifted towards lower activities as the re-

versal time is increased. This implies that for a high volume

fraction φ = 0.8, at the same activity, polar driving force en-

hances unjamming compared to the nematic driving. How-

ever, as we will show later in section III C, the efficacy of polar

and nematic driving at unjamming the dense system changes

when the system is at even higher packing fractions.

To further emphasise that increasing the reversal time or po-

lar nature of the active driving enhances the unjamming of the

system, we calculate the mean squared displacement 〈∆r2〉,
for different reversal times at a fixed activity Pe = 0.85. The

scaled MSD as a function of lag time clearly shows a short-

time sub-diffusive regime followed by a diffusive regime at

late times for all the reversal times (Fig. 5a). We use the

intermediate-time, as enclosed by the gray vertical lines in

Fig. 5a, to calculate the diffusion constant D = ∆r2/2t for all

the curves and find that, D increases with increasing reversal

time (Fig. 5b). This provides a quantitative measure of the in-

creased dynamics as the driving force becomes more polar in

nature for the same filament activity. Interestingly, when plot-

ted in a log-log plot the diffusion coefficient shows at least

two distinct power-law scaling with varying the reversal rate:

one at the intermediate reversal times (up to τn ∼ 103), fol-

lowed by another slower increase for τn > 104. This indicates

that the effective temperature of the system Teff = γD/kB de-

pends on the reversal rate for a fixed activity and can exhibit

different dependence on the reversal time as the active forcing

changes from nematic to polar driving.

In the next section we discuss the effect of varying filament

rigidity on the jamming/unjamming phase transition.

B. The impact of the filament flexibility on active

unjamming

Next, we study the impact of filaments flexibility, by vary-

ing the bending rigidity ξp/L (see Eq. 5) of a filament on

the jamming/unjamming transition. We vary ξp/L between

ξp/L = 3 to ξp/L = 768, with a higher value correspond-

ing to a more rigid filament. As with the previous section,

we keep the packing fraction fixed at φ = 0.8. We do the

same study for both nematic and polar filaments and find

that the nature of jamming transition is very different in the

two cases. For nematic driving filaments need monotonically

higher activity to unjam as the rigidity is increased. In other

words, higher rigidity promotes jamming for nematic fila-

ments. However, this is not true for polar filaments. Rather,

FIG. 6. The re-entrant jamming behavior for polar active filaments.

Snapshots for activity Pe= 0.34 is shown for decreasing values of fil-

ament rigidity. Panels a and b show snapshots for ξp/L = 768 in the

jammed state at times t/τ = 173.0 (a), and t/τ = 276.8 (b). Panels d,

e show active turbulence for ξp/L = 48 at times: t/τ = 173.0 (d) and

t/τ = 276.8 (e). In panels g, h snapshots for ξp/L = 3 in the jammed

state are shown at times t/τ = 2076.1 (g) and t/τ = 2179.9.1 (h).

Panels c, f, and i plot the orientation distribution of filaments corre-

sponding to snapshots in panels b, e and h, respectively. It is evident

that there is strong alignment for ξp/L = 3 (i) where as for higher

values of ξp/L, the distribution is more uniform (c, f). The angle, θ ,

is the relative angle between the filaments.
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for more flexible filaments, i.e. ξp/L < 48, we observe a re-

entrant unjamming-jamming transition in the rigidity-activity

phase space for polar driving. This can be seen in Fig. 6,

which shows the polar system at activity Pe = 0.34 transi-

tioning from the jammed state at ξp/L = 768 (Fig. 6a,b),

to unjammed state at ξp/L = 48 (Fig. 6d,e), to a re-entrant

jammed state at ξp/L = 3(Fig. 6g,h). Here we show only two

snapshots, one at t/τ = 173.0 (panels a, d) and the other at

t/τ = 276.8 (panels b, e) for each ξp/L. In this way it is

easier to observe the stark contrast between the jammed and

the unjammed systems: while in panel (a), (b), (g), and (h),

the snapshots look very much correlated and indicate jammed

states at very high and low rigidity, respectively, the snapshots

in panel (d) and (e) look completely uncorrelated showing a

unjammed state for intermediate rigidity.

To show this re-entrant behavior more clearly, we construct

phase diagrams for the polar (Fig. 7a) and nematic filaments

(Fig. 7b) in the rigidity-activity phase space. For polar fil-

aments if the activity is very small (Pe < 0.34,φ = 0.8) the

system remains jammed irrespective of the filament stiffness.

Interestingly, for larger activities (≈ Pe > 0.34) we find a re-

entrant transition as the rigidity is varied. Inset of Fig. 7a

zooms in the phase diagram for ξP/L <= 12. In this regime,

as the rigidity is lowered, the system first undergoes an un-

jamming transition at intermediate rigidity values followed by

re-jamming at still lower rigidity. While the first transition is

driven by softening due to reduced rigidity, the second tran-

sition is a cooperative effect of ordering, as evident from the

snapshots and orientation distributions of filaments in Fig. 6.

�� 
0 6 7 8 9 10 11
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300
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600

700
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Unjammed

��
L

FIG. 7. Rigidity-activity phase diagram for (a) polar and (b) nematic

filaments with activity on the x-axis and rigidity on the y-axis. The

inset in (a) shows a zoomed-in view at lower rigidity for polar fila-

ments.

To show this emergent ordering at lower rigidity for polar

driving, we define a nematic order parameter S:

S =

〈

1

Ncg

√

√

√

√|
Ncg

∑
α

cos(2θα)|2 + |
Ncg

∑
α

sin(2θα)|2

〉

. (10)

Here the sum over α runs over Ncg number of coarse grained

boxes and θα is the angle of the course grained director field

of box α . The brackets 〈..〉 denote an average over multiple

simulations. The value of S grows initially before saturating

at some steady state value depending on the rigidity. In Fig. 8,

we plot this time-averaged saturated value, 〈S〉t , as a function

of filament rigidity ξp/L at fixed activity Pe = 0.4. As fila-

ments become more rigid, the value of 〈S〉t rapidly falls un-

til approximately ξp/L <= 48, after which it stays relatively

constant. The dip at ξp/L = 48 and 70 can be attributed to

the unjamming of the system at these values. Although S can

be used to categorise the transition at low rigidity, it remains

unchanged at the jamming transition at higher rigidity.

FIG. 8. Time averaged nematic order parameter 〈S〉t as a function of

rigidity ξp/L at a fixed activity Pe = 0.4. Three distributions of the

coarse grained orientation θα are shown for ξp/L = 3, 70, and 500.

C. The impact of packing fraction on active unjamming

Having established the distinct impacts of polar and ne-

matic driving on active unjamming and their subtle interplay

with filament flexibility, we next explore the effect of vary-

ing the packing fraction φ of filaments on the dynamics, for

polar and nematic driving at various activities, while keep-

ing the filament rigidity fixed at ξp/L = 48. When φ is very

small (φ < 0.64) the system can unjam without any activity.

The thermal noise is sufficient to drive the motion of the par-

ticles. For φ > 0.64, the higher the density, a higher activity is

needed to unjam the dense assembly of filaments. To investi-

gate the impact of polar versus nematic driving at varying fil-

ament densities, Fig. 9 gives the two phase diagrams for polar

(panel a) and nematic (panel b) filaments. It is apparent that a

high activity is required to unjam both systems when φ is in-

creased. For φ < 1.0 nematic filaments require more activity
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FIG. 9. Phase diagram for both polar (a) and nematic (b) filaments

with the activity on the x-axis and packing fraction φ on the y-axis.

(c) Critical activity for the unjamming as a function of packing frac-

tion for polar and nematic active driving.

0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

 S
 

 t

Nematic
Polar

FIG. 10. Time averaged nematic order parameter 〈S〉t as a function

of packing fraction φ at a fixed rigidity ξp/L = 48 and activity Pe =
0.34 for polar and Pe = 6.8 for nematic.

to unjam compared to polar filaments as discussed earlier in

sec.III A. Interestingly, however, this trend changes at higher

densities φ ∼ 1.0, where we find that the activity required for

unjamming of polar filaments becomes as much as that for ne-

matic filaments and can even exceed it. This is best illustrated

in Fig. 9c, where we show the critical activity required for un-

jamming the system Pec, as a function of the packing fraction

φ for polar and nematic systems. A crossover is evident close

to φ = 1.0 for the critical activity Pec for polar and nematic

filaments.

We further calculate the time averaged nematic order param-

eter 〈S〉t as a function of packing fraction φ at a fixed rigid-

ity ξp/L = 48 and plot it in Fig.10 for polar (red circles) and

for nematic (blue triangles) driving. The plot clearly shows

the dominance of nematic order for nematic driving at lower

volume fractions. Moreover, it is evident that increasing the

volume fraction suppresses nematic ordering in both polar and

nematic driving cases.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study we employed a generic discrete model for ac-

tive flexible filaments to explore the interplay between dif-

ferent forms of activity with flexibility and its impact on

jamming-unjamming transition in dense collectives of active

matter. First, by varying the reversal rate of self-propulsion,

we found that at a fixed activity, lower reversal rates are more

effective at unjamming the system of active particles. These

correspond to a more persistent directional self-propulsion

and at the extreme of no reversal describe a purely polar self-

propulsion, while the other extreme of fast reversals corre-

sponds to the nematic (apolar) driving. Remarkably, at even

higher densities we find that for a fixed activity, highly fre-

quent reversal - nematic driving - becomes more effective than

purely polar driving in unjamming the system. The crossover

occurs close to the packing fraction φ ∼ 1 corresponding to

the confluent state, where no inter-filament space exists be-

tween the active particles. The marked difference in the effec-

tivity of polar and nematic driving in unjamming dense sys-

tems at different packing fractions can be explained based on

the distinct modes of collective flux of filaments that polar and

nematic driving generate: polar driving unjams the system by

creating flocks of filaments that collectively move around the

system41, while nematic driving produces collective flows in

the form of bend and splay patterns42. For a fixed active forc-

ing, at packing fractions below full confluency φ < 1, the ex-

istence of even small inter-filament spaces allows for flocking

patterns to emerge more easily relative to bend and splay de-

formations. On the other hand, at even higher densities when

the system is fully confluent φ ∼ 1, polar flocks face more ef-

fective resistance from other, differently oriented, flocks in the

system, while bend and splay deformations allow for filament

flux to be generated relatively easier than the flocking-induced

flux of particles.

Such a density-dependent unjamming that crucially de-

pends on the mechanism of self-propulsion can be relevant in

biological setups, where switching between polar and nematic

driving, e.g. by varying the reversal rate, can allow the collec-

tive to achieve active turbulent state even at very high den-

sities. Since highly dynamic active turbulence state is more

effective in enhancing the transport of mechanochemical sig-

nals or mixing of nutrients within the collective, it is possi-

ble that living organisms have evolved certain self-propulsion

strategies that enables them to maintain the active turbulence

at significantly higher densities compared to their inanimate

counterparts. Similarly, under certain biological conditions, it

might be favourable for the collective to be in a more solid-

like, jammed, state and switching between polar and nematic

self-propulsion modes can equip active materials to maintain

such tunability.

Additionally, we found that when combined with the change

in the self-propulsion mode, the flexibility of active elon-

gated particles, can have a significant impact on the jamming-
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unjamming transition of the collective. In particular, for the

polar driving at a fixed density and activity, while increasing

the flexibility of rigid particles results in unjamming the sys-

tem, a re-entrant behavior to a jammed state is revealed upon

further increasing the flexibility. Interestingly, this second

transition to jamming for highly flexible polar filaments coin-

cides with the development of highly (orientationally) ordered

domains within the system and the flexibility-induced emer-

gence of nematic order. Similar to the jamming-unjamming

transition that depends on the activity mode, this flexibility-

dependent active transition can be relevant to biological setups

and in particular in the competition between different pheno-

type of active cellular systems that could differ in their me-

chanical properties such as rigidity.

It is important to note that hydrodynamic interactions are not

included in our model. We perform Langevin dynamic simu-

lations which mimic the presence of implicit background sol-

vent. Hydrodynamic interactions plays a crucial roles in many

biological process. Recent study48 of active polymers in a di-

lute regime shows that hydrodynamic interactions can signifi-

cantly modify their conformational properties leading to sub-

stantial shrinkage of polymers and to shorter relaxation times

due to enhanced mean square displacements. However, there

are many biological systems such as neutral swimmers49–51,

swimmers near a wall52,53, or microorganisms that glide on a

surface54,55, for which hydrodynamic interactions are shown

to be of negligible importance and hence our model can be

particularly valid for. Moreover, most of our studies are per-

formed at a very high packing fraction φ = 0.8, where the

effect of hydrodynamic interactions is expected to be much

less significant due to high filament concentration.

Finally, it is noteworthy that in this study we focused mainly

on distinguishing the impacts of polar and nematic driving

on the jamming-unjamming transition, without delving into

the details of the collective flows, within the unjammed state,

that are generated by the two distinct forms of activity. Previ-

ous work has demonstrated signatures of active turbulence in

dense collection of polar active filaments by demonstrating the

existence of power-law scaling of the kinetic energy spectrum

with respect to the wave number41. Future work should focus

on the differences in the statistical imprints of the unjammed

state in terms of possible flow modulations, e.g. power-law

scaling of the energy spectrum and correlation length of vor-

ticity field, as well as dynamics of topological defects within

the unjammed state.
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